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Introduction

INTRODUCTION

Relationship between the Assessment Report and the Community
Forest Strategy

The Township of Langley is embarking on a forest management strategy that will encompass
both urban and rural forests alike. These forests play an important role in the community by
affecting place attachment and community building, physical and mental health, climate
regulation, and enhancement of local economics. Throughout the development of the
strategy, it will be important to recognize the Township’s unique urban and rural mix. The
Township’s total area is 316 square kilometres (122 square miles), with about 29% being
urban and 71% rural. These urban and rural areas play critical roles in their contribution to
the tree canopy. Urban areas provide tree canopy through street trees, neighbourhood parks,
and stream corridors. Rural forested areas contribute through environmentally sensitive
lands, conservation areas, large parks, and rural forests. To recognize the tree canopy in
both urban and rural forested areas, the term “community forest” is used throughout this
document to refer to both urban and rural forests.

The Assessment Report presents a snapshot of the community forest and identifies several
themes, which influence forest management in the Township. The Assessment Report
contains results, which can directly inform municipal planning program goals and suggests
directions for further research and analysis of the community forest under the Community
Forest Strategy.

The Assessment Report summarizes background information about Langley’s community
forest that will support development of the Community Forest Strategy.

Why has the Township completed this Assessment Report?

The Assessment Report provides information that can be shared with the public and
describes the current state of the resource, the Township’s effort in preserving the resource
and some of the key issues that could be given further thought in the Community Forest
Strategy. The policy context and peer local government comparison provide an overview of
the regulatory environment affecting trees and forest canopy in Langley and help to identify
priorities for further analysis.

Langley’s community forest faces significant challenges from development, forest
fragmentation, and climate change. The Assessment Report provides the first made-inLangley look at the current extent and trend in the Township’s forest cover, and also looks
ahead at key issues and challenges for forest management.

Structure of the Assessment Report
The next five sections address:
1.

Langley’s community forest canopy — a description of the extent of Langley’s forest
canopy.

2.

Langley’s urban forest program — a synopsis of the current forest services and programs
that the Township provides in relation to indicators for achieving sustainable community
forest management.

3.

Community forest canopy assessment report card — a visual summary of Langley’s
current performance with respect to selected community forest indicators.

4.

Policy context — a description of the current regulatory environment that frames
Langley’s community forest management.

5.

Peer city comparison — a summary of community forest canopy attributes for the
Township and selected jurisdictions in Canada.

TOWNSHIP OF LANGLEY

Loss of canopy cover threatens the capacity of the community forest to provide beneficial
ecosystem services like cooling, improved air quality, rain water interception and habitat
connectivity, which are key components of our community’s resilience to climate change. The
Township’s capacity to maintain the community forest is also challenged as staff and budgets
struggle to keep up with development, new plantings, and new regulations such as the Tree
Protection Bylaw No. 5478, 2019.
The Assessment Report has been designed to support the development of a long-term vision
for Langley’s community forest. The Community Forest Strategy would step beyond the
Assessment Report to provide clear guidance and measurable outcomes for the funding and
levels of service required to sustain a community forest that is resilient to current and future
challenges.
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Langley’s Community
Forest Canopy

LANGLEY’S COMMUNITY FOREST CANOPY
Langley’s community forest includes all of the trees and forested ecosystems in the Township
limits. The community forest is comprised of the trees, vegetation and soils in Langley’s
natural forests, in parks, along streets, in parking lots and in private yards.

How much community forest does Langley have?

The community forest plays a vital role in forming the Township of Langley’s character and
identity. The forests of the area grow on rich Fraser Valley soils, and tall groves of Douglasfir, western redcedar, and bigleaf maple crown the Township’s skyline. As the uplands in the
Township have been developed, first for farms and then for suburban homes and businesses,
pockets of native forest have remained. As the Township grows, residents, landowners, and
the municipality have added to the community forest by planting a variety of native and nonnative trees in yards, gardens, parks, and street boulevards.

Canopy cover is a measure communities commonly use
to describe the amount or size of their forest. Canopy
cover measures the area occupied by tree crowns
(upper leafy surface) when viewed from above. It is often
expressed as a percent compared to the total area of the
Township.

Canopy Cover

Canopy cover is a good indicator for the extent of the
community forest because:

The community forest is critical to Langley’s health and sustainability — trees are a form of
‘green infrastructure’ that provide services to intercept and clean stormwater, shade and
cool hot streets, filter air pollutants and support birds and pollinators. These services are
important just like roads, water and sewers because they contribute to our urban quality
of life but, unlike most municipal infrastructure, community forests are also living and life
supporting.
Effective community forest management relies on understanding the health and extent of the
community forest canopy. The Assessment Report focuses on understanding the extent of
Langley’s community forest, providing the context for future assessments of community forest
health under a Community Forest Strategy.

1.

It is relatively easy to measure remotely and is less costly than field sampling.

2.

It is comparable within and between cities.

3.

The size of the area measured does not matter.

4.

The concept is easy to understand and communicate to the public.

Langley’s community forest includes all of the trees and forested ecosystems in the Township limits. Canopy
cover is the equivalent ground area occupied by Langley’s community forest when viewed from above.

TOWNSHIP OF LANGLEY
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~5% canopy cover

~30% canopy cover

~80% canopy cover

THE TOWNSHIP’S FOREST CANOPY COVER IS 30%

Canopy cover in rural areas, which account for 71% of the Township, is 31%. Canopy cover
across all urban areas, which account for 29% of the Township, is 25%.
Overall Canopy Cover
Overall canopy

Urban/Rural
Land Area
Land Area

30% Canopy

Urban/Rural Canopy Cover
Urban v Rural Canopy

29% Urban

31%
25%

71% Rural
Canopy

Non-Canopy

TOWNSHIP OF LANGLEY
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2

Canopy

Non-Canopy

Approximate distribution of trees and canopy across Langley using Light Detection and
Ranging(LiDAR) derived imagery. Tan areas are zoned for urban land uses.
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How much forest does each community have?

Percent Canopy

Canopy cover is lower in Langley’s older industrial and commercial areas around Willowbrook
and in the northwest, while it is higher in residential neighbourhoods. The canopy cover is
highest in Brookswood-Fernridge, where many large trees have grown on relatively large
residential lots. Brookswood-Fernridge are the only neighbourhoods where canopy cover
exceeds the average for the Township as a whole. Murrayville and Aldergrove have lower
canopy cover because they include considerable industrial and commercial lands such as
the Langley Regional Airport. Willoughby has higher canopy cover because it contains many
patches of forest on large residential lots; where development has occurred, canopy cover is
lower because new subdivisions have many more young, small trees than old ones.

<5%
5-10%
10-15%
15-20%
NW Industrial

20-30%
>30%

Northwest Langley
Walnut Grove

Fort Langley

WITHIN LANGLEY’S URBAN AREAS, CANOPY COVER RANGES
WIDELY
Willoughby

Brookswood-Fernridge
Willoughby

Willowbrook

Gloucester

Gloucester

Walnut Grove

Murrayville

Fort Langley
Northwest Langley

Brookswood-Fernridge

Aldergrove

Aldergrove
Murrayville
Willowbrook
NW Industrial
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

Canopy cover varies by neighbourhood.

TOWNSHIP OF LANGLEY
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Major Land Use

We can also examine the extent of Langley’s community forest canopy by zoned land use. The
results on this page summarize the canopy cover assessment by each major land use from
the Township’s Official Community Plan. They show that canopy extent also varies widely by
land use, as it does by neighbourhood. In general, canopy cover is greater where built density
is lower. Institutional land uses, where canopy cover is greatest, include large regional and
municipal parks with intact forests. Canopy cover is lowest in commercial and industrial areas,
where floorplates and paved areas tend to be great. A significant amount of the Township’s
canopy cover is on areas zoned for rural and suburban residential uses. These areas currently
contain a mix of residential subdivisions and older farms, with small patches of forest cover in
many places. Canopy cover is higher than the Township average (30%).

Commercial
Comprehensive
development
Industrial
Institutional

Multiple Family
Residential
Residential
Rural
Suburban
Residential

AMONG URBAN AREAS, SUBURBAN RESIDENTIAL AND
INSTITUTIONAL AREAS HAVE HIGHER THAN AVERAGE
CANOPY COVER
COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL AREAS HAVE THE LEAST
CANOPY COVER
Percent Canopy by Zoning Type
Institutional

45.5%

Suburban Residential

36.8%

Rural

31.3%

Township

30.2%

Residential

20.5%

Multiple Family Residential

19.2%

Comprehensive Development

14.8%

Commercial

11.2%

Industrial

9.6%
50% 45% 40% 35% 30% 25% 20% 15% 10% 5%

0%

Canopy cover varies by major land use.

TOWNSHIP OF LANGLEY
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Where are Langley’s tallest trees?
Top 20 tallest tree

Langley has a large number of trees greater than 30 metres tall, with its tallest reaching
heights of 55 to 60 metres, or the equivalent of an 18-storey building. These giants are most
commonly Douglas-fir, though many western redcedar, western hemlock, black cottonwood,
and bigleaf maple over 30 metres in height are found. Tall trees are mostly 50 years old
or greater, and a few surely pre-date the incorporation of the Township. They are found
throughout the municipality, but relatively more of the twenty tallest trees are in the northern
part of the Township in native forest patches. Only one of the twenty tallest trees is within the
urban area of the Township, in Brookswood: a Douglas-fir beside Anderson Creek.

Trees 40-50m height
Trees 30-40m height

Walnut Grove

Fort Langley

LANGLEY’S TALLEST TREES REACH HEIGHTS OF FIFTY
METRES. MOST ARE OUTSIDE OF URBAN AREAS

Willoughby

Gloucester
Murrayville

50 m
Brookswood/Fernridge
Aldergrove

30 m

Bigleaf maple
(Acer macrophyllum)
TOWNSHIP OF LANGLEY
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Douglas-fir
(Pseudotsuga menziesii)
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Where are Langley’s significant forest stands?

Significant Forest Stands
Stand entirely on private land

As part of the Community Forest Canopy Assessment, the project consultants compared the
Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory prepared by Metro Vancouver with the LiDAR-derived mapping
of the Township’s canopy. This was done to identify ‘significant forest stands’, where forests
classified as mature or old by the regional Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory contain the tallest
trees, indicating relatively greater age or productivity. The Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory is
a high-level survey of aquatic and terrestrial habitats, based on aerial photointerpretation
and field sampling. In the inventory, mature and old forests must be over 80 years old, have
coniferous trees make up at least 25% of their species composition, and have an intact area
of at least 5 hectares. Pairing these areas with tree height data from LiDAR gives us a “first
glance” at where the oldest, most productive forests are in Langley.

Stand partly or entirely on public land
Publicly owned land
Township
Metro Vancouver

Federal
School District
Provincial

This is just one indication of ecological value, and is not intended to provide an exclusive list
of forest areas with high value for Langley. Many parks, conservation areas, Environmentally
Sensitive Areas (ESAs), or broadleaved forests are of high value but may not share the specific
characteristics of significant forest stands. However, tall, older trees are relatively rare and
are difficult to replace in the short term. Identifying the locations where these trees occur
can help the Township address their conservation. 222 of these stands occur entirely within
private land, and only 11 — totalling 13.5 hectares — are completely within the boundaries of
land owned by the Township or within a regional park.

LANGLEY HAS 1,516 HECTARES OF SIGNIFICANT FOREST
STANDS IN 332 UNIQUE STANDS
673 HECTARES OF SIGNIFICANT FOREST STANDS ARE
LOCATED ENTIRELY ON PRIVATE LAND
Significant Forest Stand Areas
Significant
Forest Stands

100%

Significant forest stands

Stands entirely

Stands entirely
privateland
land
onon
private

44%

Stands entirely
owned
Township
wned by township or inbyregional
park
or in regional park

<1%

0

200
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How did we derive the estimates in this Assessment Report?
Our estimates of the extent of the Township’s community forest is based on several pieces
of data analyzed by the project consultants. The most important of these data sources is the
Township’s 2018 Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) imagery, which enables us to estimate
the height of trees and their continuity on the landscape. In LiDAR, equipment mounted on
board an aircraft emits timed pulses of invisible light, which travel down from the aircraft
and contact surfaces like a tree’s leaves, roofs of buildings, and the ground. These pulses
are reflected by the surfaces they contact, and when the reflected light meets a receiver on
the aircraft, the equipment registers the time between the pulse emission and its return. At
a given location, multiple returns will register, representing the many surfaces encountered
by a single emission of light on its trip to earth. The differences in registration time are used
to calculate the distances among the reflecting surfaces, creating a vertical diagram. Viewed
together over a landscape, these points of data provide a 3-dimensional map of the Township,
showing us the height of the ground and intermediate surfaces.

LIGHT DETECTION AND RANGING (LIDAR) TECHNOLOGY LETS
US SEE THE FOREST CANOPY IN A NEW WAY
LiDAR imagery can be processed into a number of secondary mapping products that are
easier to display and interpret, including models of canopy cover. The project consultants
completed this analysis using a suite of software tools, enabling them to understand the
extent of canopy cover by neighbourhood and the location of significant trees and stands.

LiDAR is an aerial observation technology that enables us to map the Township’s tree
canopy in three dimensions.
Photo by Province of British Columbia

TOWNSHIP OF LANGLEY

Observation Plane by Vanessa Aellen from the Noun Project.
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What does the community forest canopy do?
When healthy and well managed, the community forest canopy produces ‘ecosystem services’
or benefits that provide value to Langley. While this Assessment Report measures only the
extent of Langley’s tree canopy, functioning ecosystem services are associated with the full
health of trees as living things, from the tops of tree crowns down to their roots. Some of the
services and values attached to Langley’s community forest canopy are discussed below.

Place Attachment and Community Building
Langley’s trees contribute to our understanding of our history and our future. We list
significant trees on our heritage inventories and cherish the rich forests found in our midst.
We put down roots — literally — by planting new saplings in our yards and gardens.

Building
energy
savings

Rainfall
interception

Wildlife
habitat

Physical and Mental Health
Exposure to nature and greenness in cities provides human health benefits through improved
air quality, mental health and stress reduction, and even physical healing. Indirect health
benefits include better social cohesion and improved recreation opportunities.

Evapotranspiration

+ sense of
place

Air
purification

Crime
reduction

Climate Regulation

Food
production

Climate modelling suggests that Langley will experience more extreme heat and changed
precipitation as a result of global warming. Trees play an integral role in community climate
resilience by buffering climate changes and contributing to carbon sequestration in some
scenarios. An example of climate mitigation is that urban trees and soil sequester and store
carbon from the atmosphere, and an example of climate adaptation is using trees to cool urban
areas during heat waves.

Shade +
cooling

Health +
healing

Shade
Concentration +
learning
Connections to
nature

Local Economics
Greener streets have been found to encourage shoppers to spend more time in commercial
and mixed use zones, and property values are positively correlated with percent canopy cover
in other cities. In terms of employment, urban forestry creates jobs for people in fields such as
arboriculture, horticulture, and landscape architecture.

Improved

Carbon
sequestration

Nutrient
cycling

Healthy community trees are associated with a wide variety of ‘ecosystem services’, or
• Tree/ branch fall
• Infrastructure damage natural functions that provide value to human society.

A HEALTHY COMMUNITY FOREST CANOPY CONTRIBUTES
VALUE TO ITS COMMUNITY

TOWNSHIP OF LANGLEY

Water
storage

Healthy
soil

Recently, the concept of natural assets as municipal infrastructure has gained traction because
municipalities are wrestling with declining ecosystem health, aging community infrastructure
and unplanned climate change impacts. Green infrastructure is a view on urban forests that
starts to account for the asset value provided by trees in terms of ecosystem services, improved
climate adaptation, and other positive economic effects.

Social
strengthening +
recreation

• Invasiveness
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How to Maximize Benefits from Langley’s Community Forest Resource
Unlike hard assets, trees are living assets that appreciate in value as they age due to their
ability to deliver more services as they grow. Large, long-lived and healthy trees provide
the greatest benefits because they have the most canopy and biomass. A single large tree
will provide many times more benefits over its lifetime than a small tree. Benefits can be
achieved more efficiently by planting and managing fewer large trees across the landscape,
rather than managing many more small trees. However, large trees need large spaces to grow
in, which are not often available in urban areas, so the general approach is to plant the largest
tree suitable for the site. It is also essential to choose the right tree for the right place so that
trees are not in damaging conflict with their surroundings (e.g., overhead wires or building
foundations).
One of the most important principles for managing Langley’s community forest asset is to
maximize the benefits while minimizing the risks and life cycle costs of trees. Maintaining a
positive flow of benefits from community trees is the objective of strategic community forest
management and planning, which Langley can explore through a Community Forest Strategy.

THE LARGE TREE ARGUMENT
Large, long-lived tree species provide many times the benefits of small tree species over a
much longer timeframe when planted in the right place.

Photo by Jeff Hitchcock

TOWNSHIP OF LANGLEY
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Langley’s Forest Program

LANGLEY’S URBAN FOREST PROGRAM
Urban Forestry Programs and Services: Preliminary Summary
The current state of urban programs and services has been reviewed within the following five themes:
1.

Planning

4.

Management

2.

Planting

5.

Engagement

3.

Protection

The table below summarizes the core services provided by the Urban Forestry section under each theme.

Planning

•
•
•
•
•
•

Budgeting + annual work plan
Council reporting
Hiring
Bid procurement
Equipment procurement
Long-term strategic planning

TOWNSHIP OF LANGLEY

Planting

Community Forestry Core Services
Management

• Plant trees (currently, 550-600 per
year in streets and parks, 50 in
natural areas; additionally, 300400 replacements)
• Assess planting sites
• Administer planting contracts
• Develop tree planting guidelines,
details and specifications
• Assume responsibility for
developer planted trees at one
year post Landscape Completion
Certificate (500-2000 trees per
year)

Tree inventory
Risk assessment
Tree pruning and removals
Storm response
Administering contracts (hazard
mitigation and other operations)
• Supervising construction (public
lands)
• Landscape maintenance (some
sites)

•
•
•
•
•

14

Protection

• Advise on protection of public
trees; retained trees under a
development permit through
landscape review
• Comment on preconstruction
meetings regarding public trees
• Negotiate public tree
compensation where possible

Engagement

• Media
• Interdepartmental consultation
• Project specific public
engagement

COMMUNITY FOREST ASSESSMENT REPORT

Relationship of Urban Forestry Function with Other Municipal Departments or Divisions and External Stakeholders
To deliver services, the Community Forestry function primarily works with the internal and external stakeholders defined below.

Engagement

Protection

Management

Departmental

Planting

Key Interactions

Planning

Community Forestry section

Service Interactions

Development Services (Community
Development)

Zoning, urban design, development permit landscape review, planning checklists, inspections, tree
planting securities, heritage protection

Corporate Administration

Information services and management support, legal services, human resources

Finance

Budgeting

Green Infrastructure Services (Community
Development)

Project management and urban forestry program oversight, strategic planning, climate change

Mayor’s Office

Supporting work of Council

Parks Design and Development Department

Facilities, greenways, and trails design and maintenance

Risk Management

Claims tracking and administration

Transportation (Engineering)

Transportation planning, design, and maintenance (sidewalks, roads, underground services)

Urban Forestry (Parks/Engineering)

Home of urban forestry — urban forest operations, tree maintenance and inspections, risk assessment

Water and Waste (Engineering)

Stormwater planning and construction

External Stakeholder
Community Groups (e.g. LEPS)

Environmental stewardship; education initiatives; community outreach

Metro Vancouver

Regional parks; climate change adaptation initiative

TransLink

Major road network, transit facilities

Utilities

Managing underground and overhead conflicts, maintenance in statutory rights-of-way

TOWNSHIP OF LANGLEY
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Langley’s Urban Forestry: By Numbers

$400,000-$500,000
26,900+ STREET AND PARK TREES INVENTORIED

needed for proactive street tree
program (estimated)

550-600 trees planted per year in streets and parks by the Township
500-2000 trees per year inherited by the Township from developers (recent years)
These plantings directly grow the Township’s community forest canopy.

BETWEEN 300 AND 400 REPLACEMENT TREES
PLANTED EACH YEAR
Replacement trees compensate for removals of trees protected under the
Township’s bylaws.

8-10 TREE FAILURES CAUSING
PROPERTY CLAIMS EACH YEAR

$125,000

When public trees fall, causing damage to property,
private owners can make claims for losses against
the Township.

budgeted for street tree care
(recent years)

30 CENTIMETRES IN DIAMETER AT BREAST
HEIGHT
Trees on private land, outside of other environmental protection
areas, must be this size to receive consideration under the
Township’s Tree Protection Bylaw No. 5748 (2019).

TOWNSHIP OF LANGLEY
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STRENGTHS

NEEDS

Planning

The OCP and other
Township policies
provide a mandate
for community forest
management

Strong in-house
knowledge of
planting needs and
program capacity

Trees are
recognized as green
infrastructure within
development review
and public works

Full integration
of public and
replacement trees
into civic asset
management

Science-based
sustainable urban
forest guidance based
on needed benefits
and known threats

Clear guidance for
the funding and
levels of service
required to sustain
the community
forest

Prioritization
and budgets for
trees relative to
other Township
infrastructure
priorities per project

Planting

Accepted tree
species for plantings
by developers are
incorporated in the
Subdivision Bylaw

Planting 1,1002,500 street and
park trees each year
(incl. developer
contributions)

Continue to plant a
mix of coniferous and
deciduous species,
with native species
prioritized

Increased tree
replacement rate
and diversity options
to sustain the
community forest

Neighbourhood-scale
replacement/planting
plans to guide
planting program

Improved
coordination
of replacement
plantings to avoid
“uncommitted” trees

Operational budget
impact (OBI) value per
new tree planted to
increase maintenance
budget incrementally

Inventory of
street and park
trees available
with geospatial
information

Expanding scheduled
tree maintenance
program with
increased budget
allocations

Increasing watering
during the summer
season; young tree
watering for 3-4 years

Tree inventory with
increased automation
of updates and
service requests

Transition to
proactive pruning
on a block system
from reactive service
request system

Transition to fully
proactive tree risk
assessment and
hazard mitigation

Increased funding
for storm response
and climate change
adaptation planning

Protection

The new Tree
Protection Bylaw has
extended regulations
on tree removal and
retention on private
land

Land and
conservation
easement dedication
enabled through
development permit
process

Security system
in place to
disincentivize
damage to trees
during construction
or works

Additional staffing
for enforcement and
inspections

Advanced
consideration of trees
during public works
projects and works
supervision

New funding sources
for maintenance
and supervision
in conservation
easements and
greenways

Long-term canopy
cover targets
established by
neighbourhood,
to inform land
acquisition strategy

Engagement

Electronic
Delivery System
has centralized
receiving tree permit
applications

History of partnership
with local groups,
such as Langley
Environmental
Partners Society

Broad and deep
public engagement
on new Tree
Protection Bylaw

Increased capacity to
respond to requests
for engagement and
service from the
public

Community forest
management
guidance and support
for institutional land
managers

Guidance for
development permit
applicants regarding
community forest
program goals

Improved education
on pruning practices
with utility companies

Management

TOWNSHIP OF LANGLEY
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Interim Report Card

Sustainable Community Forest Report Card
This section presents an interim assessment of Langley’s community forest management as the Township looks toward developing a Comprehensive Community Forest Strategy. Langley’s
urban forestry program and services have been evaluated within an urban forest sustainability model first proposed by Clark et al. (1997) and recently updated in Leff (2016). These models
define a set of performance indicators to establish the current and optimal state of community forest programs. In some cases indicators have been adapted to better reflect Langley’s
community forest context and direction for the community forest strategy. Optimal conditions provide a benchmark to measure against but are not a commitment by any stakeholder to
achieve that rating. Most actions will require further study to understand what level of service is achievable and what level of performance the Township will ultimately strive for. The ratings are
summarized below and then each one is described in more detail on in the following pages. Overall, the Township’s program rates as fair to good, with significant strengths evident in areas of
protection and partnership.
GOO
D

Legend

2019
COMMUNITY
FOREST
REPORT CARD

AL
TIM
OP

POO
R

R
FAI

Target

MANAGE

Poor
Tree inventory

Fair
Good
Optimal
Rating

PLAN
Awareness of the community forest as a community resource
Interdepartmental and inter-agency cooperation on community forest
strategy implementation

Fair

Fair

Green infrastructure asset valuation

Fair

Municipal-wide biodiversity or green network strategy

Fair

Knowledge of trees on private property

Fair

Natural areas inventory

Fair

Maintenance of publicly-owned, intensively managed trees

Fair

Extreme weather response planning

Poor

Tree risk management

Fair

Pest and disease management

Good

Clear and defensible community forest canopy assessment and goal

Good

Not rated

Waste biomass utilization

Good

PROTECT
Regulating the protection and replacement of private and Township trees

Good

Regulating conservation of sensitive ecosystems, soils or permeability

Good

Internal protocols guide Township tree or sensitive ecosystem protection

Fair

Interdepartmental cooperation on urban forest strategy implementation

Good

Standards of tree protection and tree care observed during development
or by local arborists and tree care companies

Fair

Cooperation with utilities on protection (and pruning) of Township trees

Good

Municipal community forestry program capacity

Not rated

Community forest funding to implement the strategy

Not rated

Township tree planting program design, planning and implementation

Fair

Development requirements to plant trees on private land

Fair

Streetscape specifications and standards for planting trees

Fair

Citizen involvement and neighbourhood action

Equity in planting program delivery

Poor

Involvement of large private and institutional landholders

Forest restoration and native vegetation planting

Good

Community forest research

PLANT

Stock selection and procurement in cooperation with nurseries

Fair

Ecosystem services targeted in tree planting projects and landscaping

Fair

TOWNSHIP OF LANGLEY

PARTNER

Regional collaboration
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Fair
Good
Fair
Good
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Plan
INDICATORS

Low

1. Awareness of the community forest as a community resource

Fair

Good

Optimal



Optimal: Stakeholders understand, appreciate, and advocate for the community forest as a community resource. There is widespread public and political support and advocacy for trees,
resulting in strong policies and plans that advance the viability and sustainability of the community forest.
How we rate now: Fair. Trees are widely acknowledged as providing environmental, social, and economic services but are not widely integrated in corporate strategies and policies.

2. Interdepartmental and inter-agency cooperation



Optimal: Formal interdepartmental working agreements or protocols on all municipal projects.
How we rate now: Good. Municipal departments, affected agencies and urban forest managers recognize potential conflicts and reach out to each other on an ad hoc basis.

3. Clear and defensible community forest goals and targets



Optimal: The Township has a complete, detailed, and spatially explicit high-resolution Urban Tree Canopy (UTC) assessment accompanied by a comprehensive set of goals municipal-wide
and by neighbourhood or land use.
How we rate now: Fair. This Assessment Report presents the first analysis phase for a high-resolution composite LiDAR image of Langley’s community forest canopy. The second phase of
assessment will begin developing realistic community forest canopy cover targets for individual neighbourhoods, under the umbrella of a Comprehensive Community Forest Strategy.

4. Green infrastructure asset valuation



Optimal: Local government recognizes and accounts for the value of natural forms and functions within an asset management system, and invests in green infrastructure protection and
enhancement.
How we rate now: Fair. Local government recognizes the value of natural forms and functions but has incomplete information for valuing green infrastructure as a municipal asset.

5. Municipal-wide biodiversity or green network strategy



Optimal: Biodiversity strategy or equivalent in effect to manage, restore and existing and acquire future natural areas network throughout the municipality.
How we rate now: Fair. Policies enable acquisition and dedication but the Wildlife Habitat Conservation Strategy is out of date, limited long-range planning for climate hazards.

6. Municipal community forestry program capacity
Optimal: Team able to implement all of the goals and objectives of the community forest management strategy.
How we rate now: Not yet able to rate. A full assessment of program capacity and funding levels will be undertaken as part of a Comprehensive Community Forest Strategy.

7. Community forest funding to implement the strategy
Optimal: Sustained funding to fully implement the community forest strategy.
How we rate now: Not yet able to rate. A full assessment of program capacity and funding levels will be undertaken as part of a Comprehensive Community Forest Strategy.

Plant
8. Township tree planting program design, planning and implementation



Optimal: Tree planting and replacement is guided by strategic priorities and is planned out to make progress towards targets set for canopy cover, diversity, tree health and climate
adaptation within the timeframe of the strategy.
How we rate now: Fair. Some tree planting and replacement occurs, but with limited overall municipality-wide planning and insufficient to meet replacement requirements.
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9. Development requirements to plant trees on private land



Optimal: Developments are required to provide a minimum density of trees per unit measure or, where space is not adequate according to soil volume available, provide cash-in-lieu for
equivalent tree planting on public land. Planting density is determined based on meeting a municipal-wide canopy cover target.
How we rate now: Fair. Developments are generally required to provide replacement but the outcomes are often in conflict with public trees and other infrastructure due to space limitations
and not connected to meeting canopy cover targets.

10. Streetscape and servicing specifications and standards for planting trees



Optimal: All trees planted are in sites with adequate soil quality and quantity, and with sufficient growing space to achieve their genetic potential and life expectancy, and thus provide
maximum ecosystem services.
How we rate now: Fair. Specifications and standards for growing sites exist but may be inadequate to meet community forest goals.

11. Equity in planting program delivery



Optimal: Equitable planting and outreach at the neighbourhood level are guided by strong citizen engagement in identified low-canopy/high-need areas.
How we rate now: Poor. Tree planting and outreach are not determined equitably by canopy cover or need for benefits.

12. Forest restoration and native species planting



Optimal: Policies require the use of native species and management of invasive species on a site-appropriate basis in public and private land development projects and through tree bylaw.
How we rate now: Good. Policies require the use of native species and management of invasive species on a site-appropriate basis in public and private land development projects but
strategic planning for restoration is subject to limited available budgets.

13. Selection and procurement of stock in cooperation with nursery industry



Optimal: Species selection is guided by targets for diversity and climate adaptation/mitigation and required stock is secured ahead of the planned planting year from contract or in-house
nurseries.
How we rate now: Fair. Species selection is guided by diversity and climate adaptation/ mitigation but required stock is sometimes unavailable and stock quality issues have been observed.

14. Ecosystem services targeted in tree planting projects and landscaping



Optimal: Ecosystem services targets are defined for the community forest and policy requires planting project and landscape designs on public and private land to contribute to meeting
targets.
How we rate now: Fair. Ecosystem service frameworks are known in the Township and a pilot program, the Ecological Services Initiative, exists for the Township’s agriculture sector.
Ecosystem services are not incorporated systematically in decisions about tree management during the development process.

Manage
15. Tree inventory



Optimal: The Township tree inventory is complete, is GIS-based, supported by mapping and is continuously updated to record growth, work history and tree condition.
How we rate now: Approaching good. Tree inventory is mostly complete with geospatial information for street and park trees, but requires manual updates.

16. Knowledge of trees on private property



Optimal: The Township has a point inventory of private trees as well as a detailed Community Tree Canopy analysis of the entire community forest integrated into a municipality-wide GIS
system.
How we rate now: Fair. The Township attempts to update its tree inventory with surveyed trees from developer landscape plans.
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17. Natural areas inventory



Optimal: Natural areas inventoried in GIS and with standard and complete attribute information to support decision-making and updated in the last 5 years.
How we rate now: Fair. The Township maintains a geospatial inventory of dedications, greenways, and conservation easements, but relies on periodic sensitive ecosystem mapping prepared
by the regional government to understand the extent and condition of all natural areas.

18. Maintenance of publicly-owned, intensively managed trees



Optimal: All mature publicly-owned trees are maintained on an optimal pruning cycle. All immature trees are structurally pruned.
How we rate now: Fair. Publicly-owned trees are maintained largely on a request/reactive basis. The Township intends to transition to a systematic (block) pruning system. Immature trees
occasionally receive structural pruning.

19. Extreme weather response planning



Optimal: A comprehensive response plan is in place and a response drill occurs annually in advance of the storm season.
How we rate now: Poor. Storm response planning is not a part of urban forestry budget.

20. Tree Risk Management



Optimal: A comprehensive risk management program is in place, with all public lands inspected on defined schedules and operational standards and budgets in place for responding to and
managing tree risks within an appropriate timeframe.
How we rate now: Fair. Tree hazard management is largely reactive and driven by service requests or complaints.

21. Pest and Disease Management
Optimal: A comprehensive pest management program is in place, with detection, communication, rapid response and IPM practiced.
How we rate now: Not yet able to rate. The Township practices IPM but insufficient information on pest managment was provided for the Assessment Report.

22. Waste biomass utilization



Optimal: Low value wood waste from the community forest is utilized as mulch or biofuel and all high value pieces are milled and stored for later use or sold on to local value-added
industries.
How we rate now: Approaching good. Some wood waste utilization projects have occurred. Parks uses woodchips from clearing operations. The Township also possesses a timber mark,
enabling small-scale log salvage.

Protect
23. Policy or regulations regulating the protection and replacement of private and Township trees



Optimal: Urban forest strategy and integrated municipal-wide policies that guide the protection of trees on public and private land, and ensure they are consistently applied.
How we rate now: Good. The Township’s Tree Protection Bylaw and Subdivision Bylaw extend tree protection throughout the Township, including on private lands. Resources may be
insufficient for required inspections and review.

24. Policy or regulations for conservation of sensitive ecosystems, soils or permeability on private property through development



Optimal: Biodiversity strategy or equivalent and integrated municipal-wide policies that guide privately-owned natural area protection and ensure they are consistently applied.
How we rate now: Approaching good. Langley’s Streamside Development Permit Area and tree protection policies conserve natural areas throughout the township, while the Wildlife Habitat
Conservation Strategy guides connectivity and strategic parkland acquisition.
TOWNSHIP OF LANGLEY
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25. Internal protocols guide Township tree or sensitive ecosystem protection



Optimal: Established protocols for Township tree or ecosystem protection for capital design and construction activities are consistently followed and outcomes are successful.
How we rate now: Fair. Informal and inconsistent processes followed for Township tree or ecosystem protection for capital design and construction activities.

26. Interdepartmental cooperation on community forest strategy implementation



Optimal: Formal interdepartmental working agreements on all municipal projects.
How we rate now: Good. Municipal departments, affected agencies and urban forest managers recognize potential conflicts and reach out to each other regularly.

27. Standards of tree protection and tree care observed during development or by local arborists and tree care companies



Optimal: Advocacy for tree protection requirements, engagement with Township staff on improving processes and standards, and generally consistent quality of information and services
provided to high professional standards.
How we rate now: Fair. Understanding or support for tree protection requirements is sometimes limited.

28. Cooperation with utilities on protection (and pruning) of Township trees



Optimal: Utilities employ best management practices, recognize potential municipal conflicts, and consistently reach out to urban forest managers and vice versa.
How we rate now: Approaching Good. There is collaboration on improving practices at a strategic level, though tree maintenance by third-party contractors has diverged from agreements in
some cases.

Partner
29. Citizen involvement and neighbourhood action



Optimal: Proactive outreach and coordination efforts by the Township and NGO partners result in widespread citizen involvement and collaboration among active neighbourhood groups
engaged in community forest management
How we rate now: Fair. Residents are active and interested in tree and community forest management, but the department lacks capacity to sustain engagement.

30. Involvement of large private land and institutional land holders (e.g., schools)



Optimal: Landholders develop comprehensive tree management plans (including funding strategies) that advance municipality-wide community forest goals. Active community engagement
and access to the property’s forest resource.
How we rate now: Good. Some landholders are developing comprehensive tree management plans, provide access to their forest resources and varying levels of community engagement.

31. Community forest research



Optimal: The community forest is a living laboratory - in collaboration with public, private, NGO and academic institutions - integrating research and innovation into managing community
forest health, distribution and abundance.
How we rate now: Fair. The Township supports independent research in limited capacities when requests are received.

32. Regional collaboration



Optimal: Widespread regional cooperation resulting in development and implementation of regional urban forest strategy. Implementation of a regional Urban Forest Strategy.
How we rate now: Good to optimal. Metro Vancouver is a strong partner working for improved management of the region’s urban forest cover. Other municipalities in the region share similar
pressures and experiences in urban forest management and there are many formal and informal venues for communications.
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Policy Context

POLICY CONTEXT

Regional Growth Str

a

teg forest will grow in the
ficial Comcommunity
OfLangley’s
A variety of policies influence how and where
y
mu
nit
future. At a high level, the Regional Growth Strategy (RGS) and
ythe
PlaOfficial Community Plan
n
(OCP) guide future land use for Langley and establish the broad priorities
that drive policy
setting, programming and infrastructure management within the Township. Strategies and
plans like neighbourhood plans, the Water Management Plan, and Economic Development
Strategy are guided by the RGS and OCP to provide the more detailed vision and policy
framework for specific places or infrastructure. These strategies are then implemented using
various planning tools that shape land use, as well as by the Township’s programs, capital
projects and operations. Those plans, policies and bylaws were reviewed to understand how
they relate to community forest management.

Supporting visions
Regional Growth Strategy
Sustainability Charter

Contents of this Review

Official Community Plan

The Background Review considered the following core documents:
•

Sustainability Charter

•

Official Community Plan and subsidiary community and neighbourhood plans.

•

Tree Protection Bylaw (No. 5748, 2019)

•

Subdivision and Development Servicing Bylaw (No. 5382, 2019)

•

Nuisance Tree Policy (06-304)

Associated Township strategies

Corporate Asset
Management

Zoning Bylaw (No. 2500, 1987)

•

Street Tree and Boulevard Planting Policy (06-302)

•

Highway and Traffic Bylaw (No. 4758, 2010)

•

Corporate Asset Management (03-839)

•

Neighbourhood Park Land (07-231)

•

Community Amenity Contributions (07-166)

•

Parks and Recreation Master Plan (2013)

•

Ecological Services Initiative

•

Heritage Strategy

•

Integrated Stormwater Management Plans

Parks and
Recreation
Master Plan

Tree Protection
Bylaw

Integrated
Storm Water
Master Plan

Heritage
Strategy

Streamside
Protection DPA
Erosion and
Sediment Control

The diagram above outlines the relationship between Langley’s policies and plans guiding the
management of community forest canopy cover. Some of these policy tools have indirect
impacts, while others directly influence the extent and quality of Langley’s community
forest canopy.

The documents reviewed in this section have direct impacts on the health, extent, and
management of the Township’s community forest canopy. The provisions summarized here
can influence the directions and recommendations of a comprehensive community forest
strategy. Full review notes have been provided separately as an appendix to this Assessment
Report.
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Influential
land use tools

Subdivision and
Development
Servicing Bylaw

The review of these documents is summarized in this section. Additionally, several associated
policies, plans, and bylaws were reviewed:
•

CAC
Policy

Community
Canopy
Assessment
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Core Review

conservation and replacement outcomes associated with development.

Sustainability Charter

•

Identifying planting opportunities and canopy potential across different land uses.

The Sustainability Charter provides high level guidance on all Township corporate policy
and regulatory activity, and provides a mandate for interdepartmental cooperation on
sustainability goals. A community forest strategic plan can touch on the Charter’s social and
cultural goals by addressing community safety, aesthetics, and access to nature. To address
economic goals, community forest management can address the Township’s trees and forests
as a civic asset with conferred benefits and costs on the Township. The Sustainability Charter
contemplates increased tree planting by the Township and partners, efforts which would be
directed by a community forest strategy. A community forest strategy can also provide several
“made-in-Langley” indicators to track the Township’s progress on sustainability initiatives.

•

Encouraging increased integration of natural assets into asset management systems to
enable improved accounting for ecosystem services in Township infrastructure planning.

•

Encouraging stormwater infiltration as a means of improve tree establishment and
health outcomes.

Official Community Plan

Community Plans

The Official Community Plan sets broad directions for growth and environmental protection,
and sets the plan hierarchy for Langley’s suite of development plans through which plan
provisions are extended and given specific direction in distinct neighbourhoods. The OCP
is informed by the values and goals established by the Sustainability Charter, and contains
two goals of particular relevance for community forest management: i) to manage growth
so that social and economic needs can be met locally without compromising the Township’s
ecological integrity, and ii) to increase biodiversity and natural capital throughout the
Township through the provision of green infrastructure. To pursue these goals, the OCP
contains several directions for managing the Township’s environment to improved ecological
services and expanding access to green space. Additionally, the OCP establishes Streamside
Protection Development Permit Areas around all watercourses, where typically forest cover
must be protected to meet provincial regulatory obligations. Improved community forest
management may also support action on the OCP’s goals related to building energy use and
climate change mitigation.

Community Plans generally contain indirect guidance for community forest management
through design guidelines. In some cases, more specific direction for trees is incorporated
by reference to the Township’s Subdivision and Development Servicing Bylaw or Tree
Protection Bylaw, or other policies and bylaws relevant to tree management. Community
bylaws may include requirements for site assessment of trees and forest cover by qualified
professionals under the landscape planning framework established by the Subdivision and
Development Servicing Bylaw. Some plans provide a density bonus for trees retained beyond
the requirements of the Subdivision and Development Servicing Bylaw Schedule I (Tree
Protection).

The relationship between a future Community Forest Strategy and the Official Community
Plan will be guided by engagement undertaken by the municipality during its preparation and
implementation phases.

Neighbourhood Plans
Neighbourhood Plans establish development permit areas for sites and site assemblies where
the Township wants to pursue specific urban planning and design objectives. The plans
often contain specific directions for tree planting as part of the subdivision or development
process, in some cases mandating specific spacings or tree species. The Township has
provisions to include coniferous species in the planting palette in many neighbourhood
plans. Neighbourhood plans list specific requirements for developments within the plan area,
where Tree Protection guidelines from the Subdivision and Development Servicing Bylaw are
incorporated by reference.

A Community Forest Strategy produces results that will exist in dialogue with OCP provisions,
for example, by:
•

Establishing benchmarks and targets for tree canopy cover, diversity and tree health.

•

Defining best practices related to species selection, tree spacing, soil volume, tree plating
and maintenance that will support streets with full cover of healthy, mature “kissing”
tree canopy and the implementation of Development Permit Guidelines.

•

Identifying significant stands of trees based on LiDAR and ground-truthing for potential
conservation.

•

Reviewing Langley’s Tree Protection Bylaw to coordinate and anticipate tree

TOWNSHIP OF LANGLEY

Tree Protection Bylaw (No. 5478, 2019)
Provisions from the Tree Protection Bylaw have direct influence on the Municipality’s
ability to manage its community forest canopy. The Bylaw applies outside the Agricultural
Land Reserve on land owned or possessed by the Township, on private land, and within
development permit areas. The Tree Protection Bylaw does not apply to land that is subject of
a development application, where tree management is addressed under the Subdivision and
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Development Servicing Bylaw (2019 No. 5382).
The Tree Protection Bylaw defines a Tree as any woody perennial with primarily erect form
having a diameter at breast height (dbh) of 30cm or greater. The Bylaw broadly restricts
damage to trees, except in accordance with a valid permit. However, certain damages may be
allowed under a valid permit issued following a review by the General Manager. A tree cutting
permit requires submission of a permit fee and arborist report, though provisions allow for
one permit to be issued for one tree per property every two years without a permit fee or
arborist report.
Replacement trees are required on parcels containing a one-family dwelling at a 1:1 ratio. The
General Manager may vary the required ratio on other parcels, and may accept replacement
trees on municipal-owned property or cash in lieu payment if trees cannot be placed on
parcel in question while satisfying the Zoning Bylaw. Replacement trees are not required if the
tree cutting or removal is permitted under Section 6.2 of the Bylaw, which allows one tree to
be cut under permit every two years without the submission of a fee or arborist report. Tree
Protection is mandated under the bylaw and must be installed around trees to be retained
prior to the issuance of a permit under the Bylaw and must remain intact for the entire period
of construction or demolition.

Subdivision and Development Servicing Bylaw (No. 5382, 2019)
The Subdivision and Development Servicing Bylaw applies to properties subject to a
development application outside of the Agricultural Land Reserve and establishes a
landscape planning regime that must be followed by proponents. The planning regime
provides direction to developers for both required tree retention, protection, replacement,
and planting. The Bylaw requires landscaping, which may include tree planting, along urban
roads in Service Level Areas 1 and 2 (urban areas). The Bylaw does not specify a rate or density
of trees, but does include minimum tree spacings, clearances and rooting environments,
positioning tree planting as secondary to the provision of more traditional infrastructure
and utilities. A key provision from the bylaw is that boulevard trees must be provided with 10
cubic metres of soil volume.
Schedule C of the Bylaw addresses the tree maintenance period for Owners under a
development application. The Maintenance Period is one year, beginning on the date shown
on the Landscape Completion Certificate (issued when landscaping has been installed to the
satisfaction of the Manager, Green Infrastructure Services). The Township may extend the
Owner’s responsibilities for an additional year if leaf development, growth, or overall vigour is
not sufficient to ensure future survival. The Municipality must issue a Certificate of Acceptance
for the Owner’s responsibilities for tree care during the Maintenance Period to subside.
Attachments to the schedule include details on maintenance practices and procedures,
including watering, mulching, weed control, pests and disease management, tree support,
pruning, fertilizing, and issuance of acceptance.
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Schedule E lists accepted boulevard trees, listed by size and scientific name. Schedule H
provides construction details drawings for street tree plantings and tree protection.
Schedule I deals with Tree Protection during development, and establishes a scope of
application different than in the Tree Protection Bylaw. Outside of environmental and
conservation areas, only Significant Trees are protected under the bylaw. Significant trees
are those of at least 30cm dbh in excellent or good condition as assessed by a Landscape
Architect or Arborist, as well as several other specific categories of trees based on species,
heritage status, or in specific locations. All trees on a development site must be assessed
within a Tree Evaluation Report, and all Significant Trees and any other trees to be retained
must be inventoried and shown on the Tree Survey.
Schedule I broadly prohibits damage to trees, including through soil removal or deposition
and land regrading. As with the Tree Protection Bylaw, tree protection fencing must be in
place prior to the start of construction on a site to the satisfaction of the Manager of Green
Infrastructure Services and be maintained throughout the construction period. Damage or
removal of Significant Trees to be retained are to be compensated at a 5:1 ratio or through a
cash in lieu payment. The Schedule also establishes a security program, wherein replacement
trees are valued at $500.00 each, retained trees are valued at $1,750.00 each, designated
heritage trees are valued at $5,000.00 each, and protective fencing at $25.00 per lineal metre.
The security amount for development sites where 5 or fewer residential units or lots will be
created is capped at $8,750.

Nuisance Tree Policy (06-304)
The Nuisance Tree Policy provides direction to Township staff in responding to requests
to remove trees from municipal road allowances that have been identified by an adjacent
property owner as a nuisance tree. Council allocates budget amounts for the removal
of nuisance trees. Nuisance may be categorized by insect infestations, diseases, and
infrastructure conflicts or damage that cannot be mitigated through the Township’s regular
maintenance or treatment programs, or where long-term mitigation is no longer costeffective. When the budget for nuisance tree removals is exhausted, requests are put on a
waiting list. The owner of the property adjacent to the nuisance tree has the option to pay for
100% of the cost of the removal and replacement of the identified tree. Trees are assessed by
a Certified Tree Risk Assessor before requests for removals will be approved.

Secondary Review
Zoning Bylaw
The provisions for landscaping under the Zoning Bylaw apply to lots with buildings in multifamily residential, commercial, industrial, and institutional zones, unless otherwise required
under a development permit. Landscaping may be required under a Development Permit
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The provision of community amenities will be subject to community input, Council
prioritization and available revenue. Where one developer is not expected to provide an entire
amenity, the developer may pay the township cash-in-lieu, referred to as CACs. 74% of CACs
will go into a Community Amenity Contribution Fund to assist in funding of [among other
items] a Township-wide greenway.

in other zones. Requirements for landscaped areas do not regulate the number, density or
species of trees, noting only that trees may be included in Landscaping Areas. Subdivision
control may require tree planting under an Exterior Design Control Agreement.
Tree planting is required under the zoning bylaw where parking lots will be provided in
commercial, industrial, institutional, and comprehensive development zones.

CACs are targeted with reference to a fee schedule per unit or lot and zoned use. Council uses
CACs to expand the green infrastructure network. This indirectly supports community forest
canopy retention but may not adequately compensate increased program costs associated
with tree life-cycle.

Street Tree and Boulevard Planting Policy (06-302)
The Street Tree and Boulevard Planting Policy ensures that street trees and boulevard/median
plantings are included at all stages of community development with the intent of enhancing
community identity and aesthetic appeal.

Ecological Services Initiative
The Ecological Services Initiative is intended to incentivize environmental protection on
agricultural lands. The program does this through financial contributions to local farmers
who take action to protect and enhance natural areas, including streams and forests, that
occur on their lands. The Township’s Tree Protection Bylaw does not apply on lands within the
Agricultural Land Reserve, making incentive programs the only way the Township can impact
community forest canopy in most agricultural areas.

Soil Deposit and Removal Bylaw (No. 4975, 2013)
Soil removal and deposition is regulated by Permit. Actions under the Permit may not
contravene any Township bylaw, which will include the Tree Protection Bylaw (prohibiting
damage to trees) when given final reading.

Highway and Traffic Bylaw (No. 4578, 2010)

The Initiative resulted in a 3-year pilot project involving 10 farms along Bertrand Creek in
South Aldergrove, where farming activity is intense and species-at-risk are known to inhabit a
riparian area that crosses the participating farms. The Pilot Project ended in 2018.

The bylaw regulates nuisance from private trees abutting a public road. Property owners
have a responsibility to manage trees and tree wastes from accumulating or remaining on
any public road. Property owners must remove, cut down, or trim any tree standing adjacent
to a highway which is dangerous, affects public safety, interferes with public passage,
obstructs sight lines, or damages or may damage public infrastructure if issued a notice by the
Municipality.

The Ecological Services Initiative may support the retention of forest area on agricultural
lands, where trees do not have protection under any municipal bylaw.

Heritage Strategy

Corporate Asset Management (03-839)

The natural, cultural and built heritage of Langley defines its identity, gives it a distinct
character, and contributes to the residents’ quality of life. The Heritage Strategy deals mainly
with built heritage, but does offer consideration for landscapes and natural heritage sites in
some recommendations. It recommends, for example, that Township Staff within the Parks
department identify build, natural, and cultural landscape heritage sites, and policies for
conserving them, during the neighbourhood plan process; and investigating ways of linking
heritage assets with Langley’s natural heritage through larger planning initiatives within the
open space system

The council policy provides direction for asset management within the township, but does
not contain specific direction on the management of trees or enforce the use of an asset
management framework for community forest management.

Neighbourhood Park Land (07-231)
The Township has a mechanism for acquiring small neighbourhood parks that can contribute
to planting opportunities for the community forest canopy. Parkland may be acquired at
the time of development through either dedication or cash-in-lieu at the discretion of the
Township. Cash-in-lieu contributions are equal to 5% of the value of the Developable Land.

A handful of trees are listed on the Community Heritage Register, which may qualify them as
heritage trees under the Subdivision and Development Servicing Bylaw.

Community Amenity Contributions (07-166)
CACs are amenity contributions by the developer as part of a rezoning process. CACs are
intended to offset the cost of providing community amenities associated with new residential
development, thereby having a benefit to the community.

TOWNSHIP OF LANGLEY
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Integrated Stormwater Management Plans

Industry Standards and Best Practices

The Township has conducted several Integrated Stormwater Management Plans to address
the cumulative impacts of development. Integrated Stormwater Management Plans integrate
land use, stormwater management, and environmental values to direct future activities in
each Township watershed, where significant development is expected to take place. The
findings and recommendations of the ISMPs are incorporated and detailed in the following
Neighbourhood and Community Plans:

A variety of industry standards and best practices are available to support Langley’s
community forest management, some of which are already incorporated into Township
policy. The most significant are summarized below:

•

Anderson Creek ISMP Final Report, May 2014

•

Bertrand ISMP Final Report, 2009

•

Fernridge Area ISMP Final Report, May 2014

•

Latimer Creek ISMP Update 2015 – Final Report

•

Upper Nicomekl River ISMP

•

Yorkson Creek Water Resources Plan, 2003

The ISMP reports support retaining tree canopy in riparian areas as a strategy to maintain
or increase the buffering impact of forests against changes to stream courses. Trees are
protected within environmental and conservation areas under the Township’s Subdivision
and Development Servicing Bylaw, and riparian forest areas are determined by qualified
environmental professionals where properties are within the Township’s Streamside
Protection Development Permit Area.

Publisher

Standard

Detail

International
Society of
Arboriculture
(ISA)

Best
Management
Practices

The ISA publishes best management practices
on many subjects in tree care, maintenance, and
urban forestry applications. Certified arborists
are encouraged by the ISA to follow all applicable
best management practices.

American
National
Standards
Institute

Z133, A300

The American National Standards Institute
releases and updates the accepted industry
standards for safety in arboriculture operations
(Z133) and tree care (A300). ANSI Z133 covers
criteria in general safety, electrical hazard, use
of vehicles and mobile equipment, power tools,
hand tools, climbing, and other procedures for
workers engaged in arboriculture. A300 contains
ten parts addressing the major aspects of
arboriculture planning and practice, including
pruning, soil management, tree planting and
establishment, protection during construction,
tree risk assessment, and integrated pest
management.

Council of
Tree and
Landscape
Appraisers

The Guide
for Plant
Appraisal

The Guide, now in its 10th edition, presents a
widely accepted protocol for tree appraisal.
Langley applies the Guide when requests to
remove significant trees are made under the
Township’s Tree Removal Guidelines.

Canadian
Nursery
Landscape
Association

Canadian
Landscape
Standard,
Canadian
Nursery Stock
Standard

The Association publishes standards in common
use for landscape construction and nursery
stock. Langley incorporates the Canadian
Nursery Stock Standard into its Tree Planting and
Maintenance Specification.

Photo by Arek Eych
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Peer Municipal Comparison

PEER CITY COMPARISON

Benchmarking against other, similar sized cities can be useful in understanding how levels
of service and resourcing are affecting urban forestry programs. In the following tables,

Langley is compared to three nearby municipalities of similar population and density (Delta,
Abbotsford, and Richmond) as well as the region’s two largest cities (Surrey and Vancouver).

Langley (T)

Delta

Abbotsford

Richmond

Surrey

Vancouver

126,000

100,000

140,000

223,000

517,887

675,218

Population density
(people/km2)

399

556

377

1,534

1,637

5,400

Land area (km2)

316

180

375

129

326

115

30% (Township-wide)
25% (urban)

?

30.6% (urban)

11%

28% (excluding
ALR)

23%

Municipal tree population (inventoried
street and park trees)

26,964

?

11,019

56,500

103,985

145,534

Urban forestry operating budget (CAD
millions)

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

$5
(uncertain if it

$6
(2020 operating

includes planting)

budget- excludes

Population (approximate)

PLANNING
Canopy cover

planting. 2020
capital budget of $3.1
million for planting)

Budget as an average $ per tree

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

$48

$41

Budget as an average $ per person

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

$10

$9

MANAGEMENT
Tree inventory

Streets & landscaped parks

Pruning cycle

Reactive

Community Forest Management
Strategy/Plan

In development

TOWNSHIP OF LANGLEY

Streets &
landscaped
parks

Streets &
Streets &
landscaped parks landscaped
parks

Street trees only

Reactive
(transitioning to
proactive)

Reactive

Reactive
(transitioning to
proactive)

Streets: 5 years
Parks: 10 years
(young tree
pruning cycle
separate)

Proactive, cycle
length not
reported

No

In development

Public Tree
Management
Strategy (2019)

Shade Tree
Management
Plan (2016)

Urban Forest
Strategy (2018
Update)
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Langley (T)

Delta

Abbotsford

Richmond

Surrey

Vancouver

PROTECTION
Private tree protection bylaw

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Size of protected trees (dbh)

>30cm

20cm

20cm

20cm

30cm

20cm

Securities on replacement trees

125% of the value of tree
protection, tree replacement,
and landscape work with 20%
of the security held for 1 year
after planting

$500 per
replacement
tree plus cost
of planting and
maintenance

$300 per
replacement tree

$300-$600
per tree, size
dependent

$1,000

Discretionary tree removals allowed

1 every 24 months, requires
permit

1 every 24
months

Yes

1 per year,
requires permit

0

0

Replacement requirement

Development applications: # of 2:1
gross developable acres x 30 3 times the number of retained
significant trees

<20cm: none
20-30cm: 2 trees
>30cm: 3 trees

1:1, or as
approved by
Director

2:1

1:1

Replacement planting requirements
(soil volume)

10 cubic metres

2.5 m inter-tree
spacing

No

As approved by
Director

Spacing from
buildings,
foundations and
adjacent lots

2.5m inter-tree
spacing, 1.5 m
from principal
buildings, 1 m
from accessory
buildings

Detailed reporting standards

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Tree protection fencing inspections by
municipality

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Securities on retained trees

Yes; $1,750 for retained trees,
$5,000 for designated heritage
trees

No

No

No

Up to $10,000
per significant
tree; $3,000
base.

No

Agricultural Land Reserve

Excluded from tree bylaw

Excluded from
tree bylaw

Excluded from
tree bylaw

Exemption for
farming uses

Exemption for
farming uses

Not addressed

Langley Environmental
Partners Society

Trees for
Tomorrow

Fraser Valley
Conservation
Society
Abbotsford/
Mission Nature
Club

Richmond Trees

Green Timbers
Heritage Society
ReLeaf planting
program
Tree Team

Water
#ThirstyTrees
initiative
Tree Sale

ENGAGEMENT
Stewardship partners and programs

TOWNSHIP OF LANGLEY
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